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Included in the unit is the 

exclusive song,

“Ghost and Goblins Jive Freeze!”



Welcome to Halloween Games!

This unit was created to increase higher levels 

of physical activity for elementary students. 

The goal is to increase everyone’s heart rate for 

a little MVPA (moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity) during the witching season!  

Included in this unit:

�”Ghost and Goblin Jive Freeze!”

The Ghost Collector Relay

Ghost and Goblins Tag

Grab the Witch’s Hat

Guess the Halloween Number Game

� Explore the games and activities included in this 

unit – don’t forget to download the music for the 

“Ghost and Goblins Jive Freeze!”

� You know your students best, modify the activities 

to meet their needs.  

� Include everyone, no one sits out waiting to play!
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Ghosts

And

Goblins

Jive 

Freeze

Let’s start and 

stop to the 

music!

Oooooo….fun!
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Activity Goal: 

To move, listen and respond to starting and stopping cues in  

a song, using a variety of locomotor skills – walking, jogging, 

tip-toeing, jumping, hopping, galloping, skipping, side-sliding, 

leaping, etc.

Equipment needs and Set up:  

� Use four cones to make a big square on the grass or    

blacktop area, this indicates the play area boundaries.  

� Music player and song “Ghost and Goblins Jive Freeze!”

Getting the Activity Going:  

� Begin walking in open space until FREEZE 

cue is given (teacher yells, “Freeze”).  

� Ask students - What does FREEZE mean? 

To stop and not move.  

� Explain how the song will have starting and stopping 

prompts.  

� After each FREEZE, students can be prompted to move 

in different ways.  (See sample prompts on next page.)  

Variation:  

Prompt students to create additional ways to move.

“Ghosts And Goblins Jive Freeze!”

Safety:  

� Move safely in play area – no crashing into others! 

� Ensure space is free of obstacles. 
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Lyrics:

Ghost and Goblins

everywhere.

Looking, searching

for a scare.

Traveling quickly

in the night.

If they catch you,

Oh, the fright!

Sound cues:

• Witch cackles

• Chains rattling

• Wolf howling

• Evil laugh

• Wind blowing

• Spooky organ

-Walk like a zombie

-Gallop away from a witch on a broomstick

-Skip like a ghost

-Side-slide like a goblin

-Tip-toe like a ghoul

-Run away from spooky ghosts

-Leap over a ghastly spider

-Jump up high to swat a bat

Sample Prompts:

Ghosts And Goblins Jive Freeze
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Pathways are lines on which students can travel.  They 

can be chalk lines, tape lines on carpet, or imaginary 

line. For instance, travel on a curvy line on the 

blacktop/grass/floor.

Levels indicate where students at which height they will 

move.  A high level means hands are up over the head.  A 

medium level is chest height.  A low level means students 

lower their body to move by bending their knees.

High

Medium

Low

ZigzagStraight

Curvy
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Pick up 

one item

Drop item 

in hoop, go 

to end of 

line

Variation:  

� K’s may have difficulty with this game, fewer hoop lines are 

suggested with adults helping K’s wait in line and when it is their  

turn to go.

� Math Integration:  For older students, assign point values to the  

different colored items.   Keep track of scores - back in the 

classroom use the data to calculate math averages. 

The Ghost Collector Relay
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How to Make a Felt Witch’s Hat
Supplies:

-Felt (use whatever colors you like)

-Witch’s hat template – see Witch’s Hat

Template in this section

-Cotton balls

-Scissors – if children are helping, supervision    

is a must!

-Tacky Glue (it works great with felt)

-Puffy Paints or Sharpies to decorate hat

Step 1:

Make a witch’s hat template out of 

cardstock to guide your cutting (see 

template in this section).  You can make the 

hat any size you like.  

Fold felt square in half, place witch’s hat 

template on the fold of the felt and cut out. 

Cut out two sides.

Step 2:

Use Tacky Glue and glue around the inside 

edge of one hat.  

Take one cotton ball and gently pull it 

apart, lay the separate cotton ball on the 

other side of the hat, stay away from the 

edges.

Directions:
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Guess

The

Halloween 

Number 

Game
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Guess the Halloween Number!

Teacher (holds up 

numbers behind 

the guesser)

←Guesser 

(faces class)

Class (facing 

the guesser →)

Objective: To integrate math and cardiovascular                         

fitness in the classroom.

Materials:  

� Silly number cards - duplicate cards on cardstock or                   

laminate for more durability

Preparation:  Choose one student volunteer who stands 

in front of the class, the rest of the class stands facing the 

“Guesser”.  

Age-Appropriateness:  

� For Kindergarten, keep the number under 10 or 25.  

� For 1st and 2nd graders, keep the number under 100.  

� For older grades, any number keeps them guessing! 

� Math Integration:  Use some of the numbers created 

and guessed to review place value.
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Notes from Patty:

Thank you for checking out my Freebie, “Halloween Game Unit”!  I hope you like the 

preview and want to purchase the complete unit so you and your students can have 

a ghoulishly fun time in October!

Check out additional lessons/units I have created at my TPT store.  I have a variety of 

units/lessons/activities that promote physical activity, motor development and 

content integration for Pre-K through 5th grades. 

If you have any suggestions, edits or questions, please email me at 

PattyKimbrellMEd@gmail.com, I would be thrilled to hear from you.

Have a fun and fit day!  Patty

This product is licensed for a single classroom use, you may not give away, sell, or 

redistribute the content of this packet in any way (including but not limited to 

electronic or hard copies). The author disclaims liability for any damage, mishap, or 

injury that may occur from engaging in any activities or ideas from this unit.
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Special thanks to Angela Russ-Ayon for her creative assistance on 

“Ghost and Goblins Jive Freeze!”  Check out more great songs and 

products at www.AbridgeClub.com
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